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darkthrone began in the late 80's as a thrash/death metal act and progressed
through technical death/doom metal experimentation to become legends of the
black metal world and one of the original leading bands of the norwegian scene, as
well as inspiring black metal in many of their contemporaries. prior to the release of
'transilvanian hunger', darkthrone released two prior demos; one self-titled demo in
1988 which featured a song entitled 'lust for blood' (the track later found on
'transilvanian hunger'), and.. panzerfaust, darkthrone's fifth album was originally
released in 1995 on the norwegian label moonfog (the label previously owned by
satyr of satyricon). the album was recorded similarly to their previous release,
'transilvanian hunger', in that it was helmed by producer mike vanportfleet (of satyr
and later coroner) and that it was recorded in one continuous session at
klangwarmede studios in copenhagen, denmark. darkthrone's fifth studio album,
panzerfaust, was released by moonfog on november 27, 1995, the same month as
"transilvanian hunger" and had a sound similar in part to coroner's first release with
the same label, ''oceania." this time, the genre.. panzerfaust, darkthrone's fifth
album was originally released in 1995 on the norwegian label moonfog (the label
previously owned by satyr of satyricon). the album was recorded similarly to their
previous release, 'transilvanian hunger', in that it was helmed by producer mike
vanportfleet (of satyr and later coroner) and that it was recorded in one continuous
session at klangwarmede studios in copenhagen, denmark.
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there are multiple types of cross-cut animations, but they mostly only appear when
using certain movement techniques and are only noticeable to the player. emp

boosts are performed by typing in the empathy spell, they can be used to destroy
any enemy but will deplete the character's mp when used. emp boosts do not

consume mp. parallel can be unlocked in ascension to the throne. upon unlocking it,
noctis becomes able to materialize a parallel object of the same type as the primary

object. all three segments can be active at the same time, with the length of the
string being increased as the parallel object is pulled. parallel can be used to

perform certain attacks that are normally unavailable, such as attacks with fist-
shaped, spear-shaped or weapon-shaped parallel segments. the player can perform
additional attacks by tapping a parallel segment twice. the black armor is added as
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a long lost item in the bloody palace and can be worn over the default armor. it has
the same effect as the bloodied armor, but this does not cause extra damage from

executions. the augmented arm gauntlets of the summoned are unlocked in
ascension to the throne and gives noctis the ability to summon a summoned arm

from the ascension grid. summoned arms can be used for single or mass
executions. they consist of either a spear-shaped segment that will auto-attack the

enemy, an axe-shaped segment for chopping enemies apart, a hand-shaped
segment to execute enemies, or a fist-shaped segment that will smash enemies into

an object. emotes are unlocked in ascension to the throne as usable items. the
player can equip them on the player character's equipped weapons or slot them in
and out of their belts. emotes can be used for effective crowd control by switching

their category in the emotes menu. 5ec8ef588b
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